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A proof is given for the novel identity 
due to Richard Stanley, where m = rnin(a, b), and brackets denote q-binomial 
coefficients defined by 
[:I =I7 q5-f+’ - - 1 = ’ 1. 
jsl 9’ 1 [ x 0 1 
The identity is valid for all real or complex x, y  and non-negative integers a, b. 
The case q = 1 is shown to follow from a non-symmetrical identity of Nan- 
jundiah, while the general case follows from the q-form of the Vandermonde 
convolution. A variant form of Stanley’s identity is also given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a personal communication (4 November 1969) Richard P. Stanley 
called my attention to a remarkable q-identity which does not seem to have 
appeared in print before. Checks in several thousand papers on binomial 
identities failed to turn up the identity, at least not in the indicated form. 
The new formula 
(1.1) 5 [” + ; + “I[* ;” ; “1 [Y ,‘” ; “1 qca-“,c”-“, 
k=O 
= ~;a][y;b], 
where m = min(a, b), a, b non-negative integers, x, y arbitrary complex 
numbers, is noteworthy for its symmetry in the pairs (x, v) and (a, b). 
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Stanley applies the identity [8] to an enumeration of “stacks” in a sense 
introduced by E. M. Wright. Our proof here will be a variation of a proof 
given by Nanjundiah [6] for a non-symmetrical expansion of the product 
of two binomial coefficients. 
The q-binomial coefficients in (1.1) are defined by 
qz-j+l - 1 
[;]=lfJ qj-l ’ with [FJ=l* 
Some of the many properties of these coefficients may be found collected 
in references [l], [2], [3], [4], and [5]. In particular we need to note the 
q-analogs of the Vandermonde addition (or convolution) theorem: 
(1.2) Ii [;I[, Y J 
k=O 
qk(Y-n+w = i [ r k][ JJ q(n-kHY--k) = [” ; ‘1, 
k=. n 
for all real or complex x, y. We also make free use of identities such as 
For q = 1, of course, [E] = (3 the ordinary binomial coefficients. 
Nanjundiah [6] proved the non-symmetrical expansion 
by three applications of the Vandermonde formula (the case q = 1 in 
(1.2)). We shall show in Section 2 that Nanjundiah’s formula implies 
Stanley’s in the case q = 1. We then use three applications of the q-analog 
of the Vandermonde addition theorem to derive Stanley’s general result. 
Now, it is interesting to examine these relations in the context in which 
Nanjundiah found his formula. His formula was a generalization of the 
formula 
(1.4) 
ascribed by Turan [lo] to the Chinese mathematician Le-Jen Shoo in 1867. 
A large literature surrounds the Chinese identity (about 20 papers) but we 
call attention particularly to references [6], [7], [9], and [lo]. 
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J. Suranyi [9] proved the formula (due to W. T. Sze) 
(l-5) ;o(;)(;)(m +,",',n -3 = (" ,'")(" ,'y, 
which yields (1.4) when n = k, but (1.5) is not as general as (1.1) or (1.3) 
in the sense that these two are expansions of a product of two binomial 
coefficients which each involve two parameters, four in all, thereby giving 
very general expansions of such a product. There does not seem to be any 
limit to the possible expansions of the product (z)(E) and numerous such 
formulas could be cited from the work of John Riordan, L. Carlitz, the 
author, and others. 
We do wish to remark that G. Pit [7; note especially the review by 
B. Gordon] proved a q-analog of Suranyi’s formula in the form 
a very elegant result, but which still is not quite (1.1) or (1.3) in the case 
q = 1. In a way, Stanley’s formula (1.1) is a very elegant extension of the 
ordinary Vandermonde theorem, bringing out symmetry which was 
perhaps not before noted. 
2. NANJUNDIAH'S IDENTITY IMPLIES STANLEY'S FOR q = I 
In the case q = 1, we may apply Nanjundiah’s expansion to the product 
( 
x+y+k y+b--a 
k )( b-k ) 
appearing in Stanley’s summation and then make use of the ordinary 
Vandermonde formula plus the orthogonality condition 
0 ( > a-j = &a = I :, 
j = a, 
> .i f a, 
and the evaluation is immediate. The steps require some care and we give 
the details as follows. Let m be considerably larger than min(a, b). In 
fact since 
0 f: =o, k > n, and 
X 
( 1 j-k = 0, k >j, 
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the terms involved here vanish.if k ranges sufficiently large, and hence we 
may even let m = co and the series are still finite series. In particular, the 
upper index of summation in (1.2) may be replaced by CO if we wish. 
Then we have 
f (“+;+k)(x-tt,“,(yJj-!;a) 
k=O 
x k+(y+b--a)-(x+y+k) 
( 
y+b-u++j 
k-j I( k+b-k > 
= f  (y+b;u+j)(“fx) 5 (“f”,“)(“--C-J 
j=o k=j 
=f (Y+b;u+j)(yX)(uOJ 
i=O 
= (’ lb)(” 1”). 
We have not found whether we might reverse this and deduce 
Nanjundiah’s formula directly from Stanley’s. 
3. VANDERMONDE'S FORMULA IMPLIES STANLEY'S 
Noting the close relation between Nanjundiah’s formula and Stanley’s, 
an examination of the actual proof steps suggested in [6] reveals that we 
may try the same thing for Stanley’s formula, providing that we assign 
the parameters correctly in our use of the q-Vandermonde formula so as 
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to have the needed powers of q to make the formulas compatible. A 
little trial and error turns up the following details: 
f [” +; + “I[” -+” ; “1 [y ;f ; “1 q(a-k,(b-k, 
k=O 
= g i [” ; “f “1 [y j- “1 q’k-Mu+b-~) 
k=O i=O 
x 
[ 
x+a-b y+b-a 
a-k I[ b-k I q(a-k)(b-k), by (1.2), 
x y [” ,‘] [by T;zk”] qk’“+b-j’ q(a-k-j)(b-k--i) 
k=O 
I g [’ ; “I[” ; “7 “] qab-oi-bi+i2 
x y [” ,‘I [; 7 ; 1 fl qk(Y--a+j+k) 
k=O 
= E. [’ 7 “] [” ; “J “I[’ ;“;.‘I qab-aj-bj+j2, by (14, 
= [’ ; b][” ; “I, by (1.2), 
whence we have proved (1.1). 
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4. ALTERNATIVE FORM OF STANLEY'S IDENTITY 
It is easy to verify the following simple q-identity: 
(4.1) [ “~“,“][‘,‘“,“][“~“][“If”] 
= L”klL”kl[“FT’~“l~ 
When this is applied to (1. l), Stanley’s identity assumes the elegant variant 
form 
(4.2) 5 [” + ; + “I[, y k] [b r k] qk-kHb-k) 
k=O 
= [” y][yjfb]. 
5. q-ANALOG OF NANJUNDIAH'S IDENTITY 
It is not difficult to carry out the steps used by Nanjundiah in reverse and 
derive a q-analog of his formula. Because of the ambiguity of the way in 
which the exponent of q may occur in (1.2), it requires some care when 
making the required substitutions. One way to proceed is as follows. 
[;][;] = [~]~o[“-:+y]~~~]q~(2-“-“+~), by (1.2) 
= go [, +“n _Ji” - j” + -q[” -+yq qj--+j) 
= i. [, +“, _ i] [” -; + ‘1 P-m-n+j) 
x ;g [” - x k’ Y - ‘1 [X “j” 1-J q(n-i-k)(m-s+Y-j-k), 
by (l-2), 
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= z. I” -; + Y] [” ;” ; Y] qwcw-z+f/--k) 
x i [k] [* +“, J q-m-n+i) 
j=o J 
which is therefore the desired q-analog. This may be made to appear 
slightly more symmetrical if we replace k by n - k in the summation. 
We thus have the q-analog of Nanjundiah’s formula as 
(5-J) i [” ,- li+ ‘I[” + ; - Y] c” ,’ “+, “1 qk(m-r+v-n+l) 
k=O 
6. A SPECIAL CASE OF STANLEY'S FORMULA 
It is of interest to note the special case of (4.2) when q = 1, and y = --x. 
We get 
(6.1) 2 ( Tk)(b r k) = (” z “)ib i x), m = min(a, 6). 
k=O a 
This is similar to the well-known Vandermonde formula 
but the appearance of a - k and b - k is novel; this special case also 
does not seem to appear explicitly in the literature. The formula is 
reminiscent of another special formula due to E. Sparre Andersen (see [2] 
where his result was put in q-form) 
(6.2) go (3 (n --“k) = y  (” ; ‘)(,-1;11)’ 
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with a similar result for the sum 
Relation (6.1) is a natural companion to those already known. 
7. NON-TRIVIAL NATURE OF IDENTITIES 
In the case q = 1 the identities of Stanley and Nanjundiah give non- 
trivial expansions for the product (z)(E). To explain what we mean by 
non-trivial, we shall cite a trivial expansion. Riordan [l 1, p. 161 derives 
the general expansion of Nanjundiah in our form (1.3). But he gives 
[p. 151 another expansion 
(7.1) 
which, in virtue of the fact that 
may be rewritten at once in the form 
(7.2) 
which, however, is at once apparent from just the Vandermonde identity. 
Relation (7.1) is then, in this sense, trivial. But the relations of Stanley 
and Nanjundiah require somewhat more attention to see them as a 
consequence of simpler identities and so are non-trivial. 
It is remarkable how many combinatorial identities are implied by the 
Vandermonde convolution (1.2), but since this is after all a basic addition 
theorem for the combinatorial coefficients it is not surprising that its 
application does yield so many seemingly complicated identities. 
To justify saying that (7.2) follows at once from the Vandermonde 
formula we should remark that perhaps the most elegant formulation of 
this addition theorem is as follows: 
(7.3) 
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where the summation is over all nonnegative integers i, j such that 
i+j=n. 
Since writing this paper, it has been called to my attention by Dr. 
Stanley that formula (4.2) can be obtained from (1.1) by merely substitut- 
ing y + b - a for x and x + a - b for y. I am also indebted to Professor 
George E. Andrews for the observation that (1.1) can be gotten from a 
formula of E. M. Wright (American Math. Monthly, 75 (1968), 711-714). 
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